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June 22, 1951.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representativ

In recent years many questions have been raised re-
garding the taxation of manufacturing corporations in
Massachusetts as compared with similar taxation in other
States. The subject is an important one, for it has im-
plications which affect both business and the government
of the Commonwealth. Certainly any investigation of
the tax structure by the Commission would have been
incomplete without a study of comparative taxes. This
report presents the results of the Commission’s long study
of the state and local taxes of twenty Massachusetts
manufacturing corporations compared with the estimated
taxes which would have been paid by these same corpo-
rations if they had been located in each of seven other
States.

This report does not purport to compare or evaluate
all of the factors which influence the interstate competi-
tive position of manufacturing enterprises. No consid-
eration was given to unemployment compensation taxes
mainly because of the inherent difficulty in securing pay-
roll and employment experience data from the individual
companies to which the laws of other States could be
applied.

It should also be pointed out that no evaluation was
made of non-tax factors such as wage-rate differentials,
transportation costs, and availability of raw materials
all of which affect the competitive position of the indi-
vidual companies in varying degrees.

Cfje Commontoealtb of 90a$gacbusctts

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
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On behalf of the Commission and its staff I want to
thank the officers and employees of the corporations which
participated in the study. Without their co-operation in
providing the mass of information necessary in comput-
ing the numerous taxes the study could not have been
made. Much of the material provided was of a confiden-
tial nature, and in order to prevent possible disclosure no
direct reference is made to these companies.

Respectfully submitted,

HOLLIS M. GOTT,
Chairman.



SUMMARY.

Comparison of the tax liabilities of twenty domestic manu-
facturing corporations in Massachusetts with what theywould pay under the law and practice in selected cities in
Connecticut, Indiana, Michigan, New Jersey, New York,North Carolina and Pennsylvania leads to the following
conclusions

Buffalo, New York. Total state and local taxes would be
much less than those actually paid within various locations
in Massachusetts for all corporations.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. For all but one of the twenty
corporations the total state and local taxes would be muchless than those paid in the cities and towns in Massachusetts.Each of the five cities listed below assesses a tax on cor-porate tangible personal property (machinery, inventory,
supplies, etc.), and the conclusions are subject to reserva-
tions because of the difficulties involved in making a realistic
estimate upon the amount of tax attributable to this class of
property.

Paterson, New Jersey. Most of the manufacturing cor-
porations would expect to pay a smaller total state and localtax than they pay in Massachusetts jurisdictions.

_

Charlotte, North Carolina. Three fourths of the corpora-tions in the sample would have higher tax bills in Charlotte
than they have in Massachusetts.

South Bend, Indiana. The tax picture for corporationsbeing compared in South Bend is varied. About half of them
would pay much less tax than they do in Massachusetts loca-
tions, but almost as many would have a larger total tax bill.

_ Lansing, Michigan, and New Haven, Connecticut. Thesecities show about the same over-all corporate state and local
tax burden as do the Massachusetts cities and towns in the
comparison. In each city the companies are about evenlydivided between those having more and those having less
total taxes than they pay in Massachusetts.

In general, the study shows that —■
Massachusetts taxes on corporate business may be de-

scribed as high when compared with taxes in industrial cen-
ters in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York. They are
probably higher than would be paid by a majority of manu-facturing corporations in Indiana. In Connecticut and
Michigan the taxes would be expected to amount to about
the same total as Massachusetts taxes. State and local taxes
would be higher in North Carolina than the amount assessed
by Massachusetts. These conclusions apply to the twenty
manufacturing corporations of the study as a group, but not
necessarily to every corporation in each instance.

The Commission, therefore, finds that in planning
its tax program at this time the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts would be well advised to refrain from
further increases in taxes upon manufacturing cor-
porations.



i
DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDY.

A common standard for appraising a State’s tax struc-
ture is the extent to which the taxes assessed under it
compare with those assessed in other States. Particu-
larly from the standpoint of business taxation, tax equity
considerations sooner or later arrive at the point of inter-
state comparison of tax measures and tax amounts. A
State which exacts moderate amounts of taxes from busi-
ness is thus assumed to have a “favorable” business tax
environment. This “favorable” tax environment then
becomes the hub around which the pros and cons of busi-
ness taxes versus other taxes spin their patterns of con-
tinual adjustment.

Early in its deliberations, the Special Commission on
Taxation was urged by many to begin its inquiries with
an examination of the tax burden on Massachusetts cor-
porate business as compared with the tax burden on cor-
porate business in competitive industrial States. While
calling attention at that time to the limitations of such a
study, the Commission outlined a project designed to
present as accurate a picture as possible of the compara-
tive impact of taxes upon Massachusetts corporations.

This was obviously a large undertaking. The inquiry
proceeded over a period of eighteen months. It required
the active co-operation of twenty corporations doing busi-
ness in Massachusetts; participation by assessing officers

Cfje CommontoealtJ) of Qoassacj)usetts

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON
TAXATION.

Introduction.

Chapter I.
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in selected cities in seven States; and a vast amount of
compilation, calculation and analysis. Even with the
utmost care, there were important qualifications which
conditioned conclusions drawn from the study. The
Commission believes, however, that the conclusions indi-
cated in this report are as positive as the data will permit.

The Corporations and States Compared.
The method used in making the study was as follows:
The Commission’s staff contacted a large number of

Massachusetts manufacturing companies with a view to
their possible participation in the study. Some thirty-
five companies volunteered to give the Commission the
detailed and confidential information which was required.
From these, twenty companies were selected as a repre-
sentative cross section of the industrial base of the Com-
monwealth.

The twenty corporations varied in size as measured by
net worth from a low of $270,000 to a high of more than
$50,000,000. In terms of net sales the range was from
about $650,000 to over $70,000,000. Fifteen of the twenty
reported net sales in excess of $5,000,000, with six being
over $10,000,000. Annual pay rolls ranged upward to
$30,000,000. The output of the companies reflects a wide
diversity of products manufactured in the Commonwealth.
Their plants are located in eighteen Massachusetts cities
and towns, ranging in population from less than 5,000 to
about 800,000 in the case of Boston.

Seven States (Pennsylvania, Indiana, New York, North
Carolina, Connecticut, New Jersey and Michigan) were
selected for comparison. For the purpose of computing
local tax liabilities a location was selected in each of the
seven States which reflected conditions comparable in
many respects to those found in Massachusetts namely,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; South Bend, Indiana; Buf-
falo, New York; Charlotte, North Carolina; New Haven,
Connecticut; Paterson, New Jersey; and Lansing, Mich-
igan.

Philadelphia is one of the nation’s largest cities, situated
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on the eastern seaboard, and comparable in many respects
to the Boston area. Buffalo, a great lakes’ port, is the
site of a diverse group of industries not unlike those in
many industrial areas of the Commonwealth. New Haven
is a substantial New England industrial city offering the
advantages of railroad and other facilities comparable to
those found in industrial regions of eastern Massachusetts.
South Bend and Lansing are mid-western cities, each of
which has a diversified group of manufacturing concerns,
but neither is a major metropolitan center. Charlotte
was selected because of an industrial concentration in
competition with some of the manufacturing areas of the
Commonwealth. Paterson, with a substantial textile in-
dustry and located within the greater New York metro-
politan area, is comparable to similar communities close
to Boston.

This study is devoted exclusively to a comparison of
the state and local taxes paid by manufacturing corpora-
tions, and the conclusions regarding the comparative tax
position of this type of company would not necessarily
apply to all types of corporate activity. The reason why
emphasis is placed upon manufacturing corporations is
that they are, for the most part, engaged in interstate
competition, and the effect of state and local taxes may
influence their competitive position. Corporations en-
gaged primarily in retailing or service activities are in-
fluenced less by considerations of interstate competition
because, with few exceptions, a Massachusetts location is
mandatory for them and their competitors.

The twenty participating corporations made available
to the Commission copies of their Corporation Excise
Return (Form 355A) which they filed in the calendar year
1949. The information contained in these returns was
supplemented by additional figures supplied by the com-
panies with respect to their operations and capital struc-
tures. For example, it was necessary for the Commission
to obtain a breakdown of sales made within and without

The State Tax Computations.
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the Commonwealth. Since the tax return requires for
allocation purposes a breakdown only of gross receipts,
the sales information had to be supplied independently.
All of the information was given to the Commission on a
confidential basis, and this confidence has been strictly
observed.

Although the financial and operational data used in the
comparisons were obtained from returns filed in 1949, in
each instance tax rates applicable to 1950 were used.
This is true of Massachusetts rates as well as those of
other States. Thus the Massachusetts excise tax rate
used in the comparison included the 23 per cent surtax,
not the 13 per cent surtax applicable to the returns filed
in 1949.

With these data the Commission’s staff calculated the
state tax liability for each company under the laws of
each of the seven States on the basis of rates prevailing in
1950. It should be noted that this involved the applica-
tion of the tax laws of the selected jurisdictions to the
example corporations in their Massachusetts environ-
ments. In short, the question to be answered was this:
Assuming the financial and operational facts to be as they
actually were, what would the state tax liability of each
company have been if the tax laws of these other States
had been in force in the Commonwealth?

The Property Taxes
State taxes imposed on corporate manufacturing enter-

prises present but a part of the interstate comparative
tax picture. Local taxes bulk large within the total tax
liabilities of manufacturing corporations in all the States
examined. The basic local tax in each of the selected
jurisdictions is the property tax.

While it is not an uncommon practice to compare local
property tax requirements in terms of average assessment
ratios and average tax rates, such comparisons are of
little value in showing what taxes a specific business
might expect to pay. The average tax rate for a State is
one of those numerical abstractions which may or may
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not be the actual tax rate within any single jurisdiction
within the State. The average local property tax. rate
for Massachusetts in 1950 was 144.86 per $l,OOO of valu-
ation taxables, but actual tax rates as applied ranged
from a low of $lB to a high of $75. For “comparative”
purposes the average tax rate of $44.86 would obviously
have little meaning as a guide to potential tax liability.

Assessment of Property. Another problem concerns
assessment ratios. Although the property tax is applied
within the legal framework of uniform assessment prac-
tices, it is common knowledge that large variations as
among jurisdictions, or even as among classes of property
or individual properties, are more the rule than the ex-
ception. Even if a suitable jurisdiction could be found
where the average tax rate applies in each of the States
under comparison, it is doubtful that the average assess-
ment practices would also apply in that jurisdiction or
that the manufacturing plant under comparison could or
would be situated there.

The method used by the Commission was to obtain an
“assessment” of the properties of each company from
detailed property descriptions through the co-operation
of local assessing officials in the selected cities. To this
end each corporation was asked to prepare a most de-
tailed questionnaire 1 describing its real estate both
land and buildings. This was supplemented, wherever
possible, by maps, blueprints and photographs showing
plant layout and other characteristics.

All of these materials were sent to the assessing officers
in each of the selected cities. These officials were asked
to assess the respective properties on the basis of locations
as much like the Massachusetts locations for each cor-
poration as could be determined within the particular
city. The assessments were made according to the
methods and standards prevailing in the jurisdiction
with the emphasis upon tax practices rather than strict
legal requirements.

Complete property descriptions were provided by the
Appendix 111
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participating corporations to show their property hold-
ings. in 1949. However, these descriptions were sub-
mitted to local assessors in the various cities under
comparison for use in estimating the amount of local
property taxes which might be paid in 1950. By way of
making the Massachusetts property tax comparable with
what was estimated in the other cities, the 1950 taxes
were obtained directly from the participating corpora-
tions or computed at the 1950 rates upon the basis of
valuations reported in connection with the tax study
questionnaire. The result is a comparison of taxes pay-
able in 1950 in so far as they can be determined.

With respect to tangible personal property the basis of
the comparison was book value as reported by the par-
ticipating corporations. Since machinery and inventory
of manufacturing corporations are not subject to local
taxation in Massachusetts, it would have imposed an
entirely disproportionate burden on the co-operating com-
panies if they had been requested to give a detailed break-
down of their tangible personal property. For this reason
book value was accepted as the nearest practical approxi-
mation.

The Deficiencies in the Data. 1

In a few instances the participating corporations did
not submit information in sufficient detail to permit the
computation of all the taxes within each jurisdiction. In
other instances the corporations submitted information
which did not meet all of the requirements, but which
made it possible to approximate the taxes which might
be paid in the several jurisdictions. Although these diffi-
culties occurred most often with regard to local property
taxes, they were also present with respect to state taxes
measured by income and capital. The divergence of
state definitions and practices raised questions about the
valuation of the tax base. Questions also arose in con-
nection with the allocation formulas in the case of cor-
porations doing an interstate business. Every effort was

1 A more complete presentation of the limitations of the material upon which the report
is based is given beginning with page 67.
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made to obtain realistic results, but the valuation of
assets or capital, or even the determination of taxable in-
come is most difficult. Dependence upon interpretation
of both rule and custom implies some uncertainty in the
results obtained.

Particularly in the case of estimated assessments for
tangible personal property, the problems of asset valua-
tion were magnified by blind spots in the information at
hand. The common practice among the States where
this class of property is subject to the local property tax
is to assess it largely by negotiation between the assessing
officials and the taxpayers. Local custom and practice
have developed for valuing tangible personalty by various
standards which do not always lend themselves to defini-
tion. In some jurisdictions book values (corporate books
of account) play a part in the assessment of this class of
property, but even in these cases the results are circum-
scribed by numerous reservations and exceptions. Some
of the local assessors who co-operated in preparing the
property tax estimates frankly advised that they did not
base their tax valuations upon book values or at least did
not use book values alone. In the absence of other data,
however, the assessors estimated the local taxes upon
tangibles according to some ratio to book value which
they felt prevailed within their jurisdiction.

The Effect of the Level of Business Activity upon
Corporate Taxes in the States in the Com-
parison.

The general business cycle as well as fluctuations in the
activity for each individual business are important fac-
tors in projecting a comparative tax study. The time at
which comparisons are made may well influence the com-
parative tax picture. For example, a comparison based
upon high corporation earnings would be expected to
yield different results as between an income tax State
such as Massachusetts and a property tax State such as
New Jersey, than would a similar comparison based upon
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a lower level of corporate earnings or even upon a cor-
porate net loss. Comparisons completed at a time when
accumulated earnings have been used to expand net
worth or invested capital would be expected to yield differ-
ent results as between a State like Massachusetts, where
the corporate excess tax rests upon such a measure, and
a State such as Indiana, where invested capital plays al-
most no part in the State’s tax base.

The most recent business year for which complete data
were obtained from the twenty participating corporations
was 1948. Although this was a period of relatively high
earnings, it was also a period which appeared to be as free
of the influences of war as any which could be obtained.
The conversion or adjustment following World War II
had been largely completed, and the defense period which
came with the Korean hostilities had not yet gotten
under way.

An example of the differences in the way a corporation’s
operations are reached by the more common tax measures
over the years is shown in Chart I. In 1948 a tax upon
this corporation would have been equal in amounts when
assessed at the following rates and upon the following tax
base:

0.5 per cent upon total sales.
7,69 per cent upon net income before federal taxes.
5.11 per cent upon the book value of plant and equipment

per cent upon book value of real and tangible personal
property, including inventory.

it upon total assets
34 per cent upon net worth

The implication is that from the standpoint of its lia-
bility in 1948 this corporation would have had no prefer-
ence as among these various tax measures at the rates
shown. However, as shown in Chart I, the apparent
equality of tax measures in proportion based upon ex-
perience of 1948 would not have prevailed in any prior
year. They will probably not again prevail in any future
year. The selection of a tax program must, therefore,
take into account possible long-range variations in so far
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as they can be anticipated,
the standpoint of comparative
equality or difference which is
time may well be such that

But more important from
tax appraisals, the apparent
evidenced at one particular
it would not again occur.

Differences in tax measures as among the States introduces
into the comparative analyses a considerable amount of
the sort of variation as is shown for this example cor-
poration.

Net income as experienced by this corporation was
higher relative to net sales in 1948 than in any year dur-
ing the period beginning in 1935. Thus a tax upon sales
of property at rates designed to produce an equivalent
amount of tax liability in 1948 would have exceeded such
an income tax in each of the prior years. Tax comparisons
in a high income year as between States with relatively
high rate income taxes such as in Massachusetts, with
States which assess no income tax but apply a gross re-
ceipts tax as in Indiana, or a property tax as in New
Jersey, will appear unfavorable to the Commonwealth,
but still reflect what in the long run might be a favorable
tax environment for the corporation. For example, given
a choice between the tax upon sales and the tax upon net
income at rates adjusted to yield the same amount of
tax liability in 1948, past experience would indicate that
this particular corporation would answer in favor of in-
come.

The same condition holds true in the case of property
taxes. With regard to the property tax, however, it is
important to recognize the differences among the various
classes of tangible property which may enter into the tax
base and the valuations which may be placed upon them.
For example, Chart II indicates that the same corpora-
tion had inventory valuations which more or less followed
the general pattern of total sales during the war years,
but fluctuated much less than did sales. This means that
variations in a property tax at fixed rates upon inven-
tories would be the source of a varying amount of tax
revenue fluctuating less than net sales but more than all
tangible property.
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The inclusion of inventories, together with plant and
equipment, in the property tax base would result in a
more variable tax measure than that shown in Chart I
for plant and equipment alone. This circumstance is im-
portant in comparing tax structures such as those in
Massachusetts, New York and Pennsylvania, where man-
ufacturing corporations do not pay local property taxes
upon their inventories, and in States such as New Jersey,
Michigan, Indiana and North Carolina, where inventories
are an important part of the local property tax base.

Long-range considerations of this kind are both favor-
able and unfavorable to Massachusetts from the stand-
point of its comparative tax position. On the favorable
side they emphasize the preference which a manufactur-
ing corporation might have for net income taxes over
property taxes or gross receipts (sales) taxes which pro-
duce comparable amounts of revenue in a year of high
earnings. But on the unfavorable side, they also empha-
size the way the corporate excess tax upon net worth and
the local property tax upon real estate are less sensitive
to business change than are net or gross income taxes or
property taxes which reach inventories and other tangible
personal property as well as real estate. The fact that
local property taxes are assessed at rates redetermined
each year upon values which tend to remain unchanged
over the years means that variations in the book values of
property are less significant than are the variations in in-
come, sales, net worth or other measures by which taxes
are applied under more rigid formulas.

Although there is a tendency on the part of local gov-
ernments to maintain the property tax assessments with-
out serious fluctuations, these tax factors are also subject
to variations due to changing local circumstances. Mu-
nicipal budgets can show sharp increases as a result of
disasters caused by flood, fire or storm. Although less
spectacular, there are also budget increases resulting from
such factors as changing pension requirements, or street
paving projects, or the construction of large capital im-
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provements. These things mean that a comparison of
estimated taxes as among local jurisdictions will be con-
ditioned in some measure by the extent to which the time
of comparison falls upon a peak in one jurisdiction as
compared with a valley in another.

THE TAX STRUCTURE OF COMPARABLE STATES.

State Taxes Payable by Manufacturing
Corporations.

State taxes which are used in the comparisons of this
report are shown in Table I, 1 together with the estimated
amount of taxes payable under each tax measure by a
hypothetical corporation described in Table 11. Use of
the hypothetical corporation as an example, however, is
for the primary purpose of illustrating the effect of the
various state taxes and not to develop findings and con-
clusions regarding the competitive tax position of any
State.2 For this corporation, the total state tax of $3,215
in Massachusetts exceeds the $2,994 estimated for the
second highest State of Pennsylvania by about 7 per cent.
North Carolina follows in third place with a total of
$2,423, and Indiana occupies fourth position with $1,599.
New York and Michigan, with quite unlike tax struc-
tures, show almost identical totals at about $1,190. Con-
necticut with $769 and New Jersey with $356 show the
lowest total state taxes. It should be emphasized, how-
ever, that the example comparison relates to a single
corporation and is therefore conditioned entirely by the
way the tax structures of the several States reach this
particular set of corporate facts.

Chapter 11.

1 Methods used and computations involved in estimating the amounts of tax payable by
the hypothetical corporation are shown in Appendix I,

2 Only state taxes are computed for this comparison. Local taxes, which bulk large in
any comparison, are not included.
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Table I. Principal State Taxes Applicable to Manufacturing C
porations in Eight Slates mid Amount of Tax for Example C
ration .

1

Tax for
State. Tax. Rate and Measure. Corpora-

tion.

Massachusetts . Corporation excise tax bA per cent of net income earned in §3,215
Massachusetts and §5 per §l,OOO of
corporate excess, plus 23 per cent
surtax.

North Carolina General income tax . 6 per cent of net income allocated to §1,500
North Carolina.

Corporation franchise §1.50 per §l,OOO ofcapital (net worth) 665
tax. allocable to North Carolina.

Intangibles . . 10 cents per §lOO money on deposit; 258
25 cents per §lOO on all other in-
tangibles.

§2,423

Pennsylvania . Corporation income 4 per cent of net income allocated to §869

tax. Pennsylvania.
Capital stock tax . 5 millsper §1 of valueofcapital stock 2,125

apportioned to Pennsylvania.

$2,994

New York . Business corporation 5H per cent of net income allocated §1,191

franchise tax. to New York or 1 mill per §1 of
capital allocated to New York.

Connecticut . Corporation business 3 per cent of net income allocated to §769

tax. Connecticut or \Amills per SI of
capital (net worth) and bonded
debt in Connecticut.

New Jersey . Corporation franchise 8/10 mill per $1 of net worth alio- $356
tax. cated to New Jersey.

Michigan . Corporation business 2 A mills per §1 of capital and sur- §1,112
plus representing property in
Michigan; minimum tax, $50,000.

Intangibles tax . . Greater of 3 per cent of income from
.ntangibles, or 1/10 of 1 per cent

of their face, par or contributed
less credit of $2O

of 1 per cent

$1,187

of 1 per cent of manufacturing and
wholesale sales within Indiana:

$1Inc Gr

%of 1 per cent ofretail sales with
Indiana.

ants per $2O upon full or actual
alue of intangible property ex-

Intangibles tax

cept shares and deposits in banks
and trust companies and shares in
building and loan associations.

$1,599

1 See Appendix I.
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The assumed set of corporate facts upon which this
comparison rests (Table II) is that of net earnings
amounting to 5.2 per cent upon net worth and 4.33 per
cent upon sales. As evidenced by average earnings for
all manufacturing corporations amounting to 18 per cent
of net worth and 9.3 per cent of sales in 1949, 1 the earn-
ings shown in Table II might well be doubled and still be
within an area of reasonable expectation.

The uncertainties which are generally prevalent in
property tax assessment also are found, and in far greater
measure, in the application of the various state taxes
upon capital and surplus. To achieve a uniformly equi-
table valuation of assets or capital is at least extremely
difficult and perhaps impossible. When the problems of
interpretation of the different state tax regulations and
customs are added, the possibility of variation in the de-
termination of particular tax liabilities becomes readily
apparent. Even in the area of net income taxes, the
uncertainties of income definition, as well as those asso-
ciated with the allocation of income for interstate busi-
ness corporations, cause the results to be applicable only
within a range of possibilities.

Massachusetts.
In Massachusetts the principal state tax payable by

manufacturing corporations is the corporation excise tax
which depends upon a complicated formula involving at
least six measures of possible tax liability. Subject to
two possible alternative minimums, the tax has two parts

one measured by net income, the other by “corporate
excess.”

;ral Trade Commission and U. S. Securities and Exchange C
Quarterly Industrial Financial Report Series for all U. S. manufacturing corporation

.July 14, 1950) p.
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Table 11. Example Corporation Balance Sheet and Operating
Statement .

Balance Sheet.
Assets: Liabilities:

Tangible property, including in- Accounts payable . $BO 000ventory within the State . . §350,000 Notes payable . 10o’onnTnno-ihln ... IUU.UUUTangible property, including in-
ventory out of State . 50,000 Total liabilities $lBO,OOO

$400,000

Cash (deposits) within State . $50,000
Shares of stock in domestic corpo-

Net worth
Capital stock
Paid-in surplus
Earned surplus

$300,010
50.000

150,000

rations 50,000
Shares of stock in foreign corpora-

tions 25,000
Total net worth $500,000

$125,000

Receivables with situs in State , $125,000
Receivables with situs out of State 25,000
Other assets 5,000

$155,000

Total assets $680,000 Total liabilities and net worth $680,000

Gross sales
Cost of manufacturing and selling

Interest income
Income from dividend:

Total
Rents paid
Interest paid
Depreciation charged
Taxes paid for purposes of federal tax)

Net income

Detail of sales:
Sales from home office within State
Out of state sales from home office
Out of state sales from out of state office

Total sales $600,000

Detail of pay rolls:
Pay rolls within State
Pay rolls outside State

$270,000
30,000

Total pay rolls $300,000

The rate on net income is 5 per cent. The rate on
“corporate excess” is 15 per $l,OOO on the value of the
corporate excess or on the value of the tangible property

$300,000
200,000
100,000
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situated in the Commonwealth and not taxable locally,
whichever is the greater.

This combined measure of income and “corporate ex-
cess” applies only when it exceeds two alternative mini-
mums. The first of these is 1/20 of 1 per cent of the fair
value of capital stock, and the second is 1/20 of 1 per
cent of the gross receipts arising from business done in
Massachusetts. In the event that either of these mini-
mum taxes exceeds the combined income and capital tax,
the corporate excise becomes the amount of the minimum
alternative. In any event, a surtax amounting to 23 per
cent of the amount of tax liability applies to the corporate
excise tax which results from these formulas. In the main,
the over-all result represents a tax of 6.765 per cent of in-
come allocated to Massachusetts, plus .615 per cent of
capital invested.

North Carolina and Pennsylvania
Among the States under comparison, North Carolina

and Pennsylvania have corporation taxes most com-
parable to those in Massachusetts. Like Massachusetts,
these States apply both net income taxes and capital
taxes. The North Carolina tax consists of a corporation
net income tax at 6 per cent, supplemented by a corpora-
tion franchise tax at $1.50 per $l,OOO of capital and sur-
plus allocated to the State. Pennsylvania supplements a
4 per cent corporation net income tax with a franchise
tax (foreign corporations), or capital stock tax (domestic
corporations), at $5 per $l,OOO upon the value of capital
stock apportioned to the State. In each instance these
state taxes in North Carolina and Pennsylvania are com-
parable to Massachusetts in measure but lower in rate.
as indicated by the following comparison:

Massachusetts
North Carolina
Pennsylvania

1 A measure which increased the corporate
was enacted in June, 1951, by the Pennsylva

income tax rate from 4 per cent to 5 per cent
a Legislature.
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The North Carolina tax at 6 per cent upon net income
is 89 per cent as great as the Massachusetts tax at 6.765
per cent, while the Pennsylvania tax at 4 per cent upon
net income is 59 per cent as great as the Massachusetts
tax. On the capital side, the Pennsylvania tax at of
1 per cent is 81 per cent as great as the Massachusetts tax
rate of 0.615 per cent, while the North Carolina rate of
15/100 of 1 per cent is 24 per cent as high as the Massa-
chusetts tax.

These comparisons are, of course, subject to differences
in definition of the tax base, but in the case of net income,
the differences among these three States are of little im-
portance. However, in the matter of allocation of net
income for corporations doing an interstate business,
North Carolina permits domestic corporations to exclude
only that part of their net income which is taxed in other
States. Although Massachusetts and Pennsylvania pro-
vide formulas for the apportionment of income for all
domestic corporations engaged in interstate business
without regard to their tax position in other States, North
Carolina reaches all of the income of such corporations
when their out-of-state business is done in States which
do not reach them with taxes measured by income. North
Carolina does provide an interstate allocation formula
based upon (1) the value of tangible property, and
(2) the cost of manufacturing, but this formula applies to
domestic corporations only as a measure of the minimum
amount of income taxable. The result is that the North
Carolina tax may rest upon a larger proportion of the net
income of domestic corporations than do the income taxes
of Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. Indeed, it is possible
for a North Carolina corporation doing an interstate
business to be taxed in North Carolina upon its total in-
come if its out-of-state business is entirely within States
which have no corporation income tax.

Interstate allocation factors provided under the cor-
poration income tax measures in Massachusetts and
Pennsylvania are comparable. Both apply the three-
way “Massachusetts” formula to which the Common-
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wealth has given its name. In various forms, the general
outline of this formula has received wide acceptance
among the States as an allocation of business income and
capital according to (1) pay rolls, (2) gross receipts and
(3) property. North Carolina departs from the pattern
in that it provides a two-way allocation for manufacturing-
corporations resting upon (1) property and (2) cost of
manufacturing. However, difficulties generally encoun-
tered in determining the costs of manufacturing are met
with the provision that the Commissioner of Revenue
may grant permission to substitute pay rolls for this
factor. The net result is that the North Carolina alloca-
tion may be reduced to a formula resting upon two of the
three “Massachusetts” factors.

On the capital side, North Carolina applies a definite
allocation formula to the capital of domestic corporations
doing an interstate business. Whereas the two-factor
formula based upon (1) property and (2) cost of manu-
facturing applies only to the determination of the mini-
mum tax base under the income tax, the same formula
applies to the allocation of capital under the corporation
franchise tax. Massachusetts does not apply an alloca-
tion formula to the capital of domestic corporations, but
permits deductions from capital on account of the value
of property taxed locally and property outside the State.
It should also be noted that North Carolina, unlike
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, supplements its income
and capital taxes with a state assessed tax upon intangible
personal property.

New York and Connecticut.

Two of Massachusetts’ neighboring States New York
and Connecticut have taxes comparable in that they
reach corporation net income, but different in that they
apply capital measures only as minimum alternatives
rather than as supplements to the income tax. New
York applies a tax at 5.5 per cent of net income allocated
to the State according to the three-way “Massachusetts”
formula, or $1 per $l,OOO of capital allocated to the State.
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At 5.5 per cent, the New York tax rate upon net income
is the same as the rate applicable in Massachusetts before
the additional 23 per cent surtax is determined. It ap-
pears, therefore, that a corporation subject to the income
tax in New York would pay 81 per cent as much on this
basis as would the same corporation in Massachusetts.
But the corporation would pay no capital tax in New
York as compared with 0.615 per cent upon its corporate
excess (or capital) in Massachusetts.

In the same way, Connecticut taxes corporation net
income at 3 per cent and provides a minimum tax at
$1.50 per $l,OOO of capital and bonded debt. The Con-
necticut allocation is also according to the three-way
“Massachusetts” formula applied to all income, except
interest and dividends, in much the same way as in
Massachusetts. The Connecticut income tax differs, how-
ever, from the other state income taxes in that interest
paid is not allowed as a deduction in determining net in-
come for tax purposes. Since the alternative capital taxes
in both New York and Connecticut are below the Massa-
chusetts corporate excess tax rate, a corporation would
expect to pay more state taxes in Massachusetts than in
the two neighboring States in periods when it suffers a
net loss as well as in profitable periods.

The State which is the most comparable to Massachu-
setts in size, as well as in industrial characteristics, is
New Jersey. In terms of state tax structures, however,
they have almost nothing in common. The only direct
state tax (exclusive of pay-roll taxes) paid by manufac-
turing corporations in New Jersey is the corporation fran-
chise tax which rests upon the net worth of the corporation
at $O.BO per $1,060. Net worth is allocated to New Jersey
for tax purposes according to the greater of two stand-
ards. The first of these is the per cent of all assets situ-
ated within the State, with a provision that domestic
corporations must apportion at least one half of their

New Jersey.
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intangibles within the State. The second is the three-way
“Massachusetts” formula with one significant modifica-
tion relating to the apportionment of sales. The gross
receipts part of the formula rests upon an apportionment
to New Jersey of one half of the sales from New Jersey
to out-of-state customers, as well as one half of the sales
made to New Jersey customers from out of State. Al-
though the effect of this modification in the apportion-
ment of sales is not the same for all corporations, its most
frequent effect is to reduce the percentage of all sales
attributed to an industrial State from which sales are
made in a national market.

As shown in Table I, the estimated tax for one hypo-
thetical corporation under the New Jersey law totals $356
as compared with some $3,215 payable by the same cor-
poration under the Massachusetts excise tax. But the
fact that the state tax payable in New Jersey amounts
to only a little more than 1/10 as much as that which
would be payable in Massachusetts shows that the com-
parison cannot be completed until the local taxes are in-
cluded. New Jersey is a local property tax State, and
the major tax paid by manufacturing corporations in the
State is that assessed locally upon their real estate as well
as upon their tangible personal property.

Another important industrial State which is in direct
competition with Massachusetts is Michigan. While
Michigan does not assess a corporation income tax, it
applies a corporation business license fee which is, in
effect, a tax at $2.50 per $l,OOO upon capital and surplus.
Thus the Michigan tax amounts to 25/100 of 1 per cent
upon invested capital as compared with 65/100 of 1 per
cent rate at which the corporate excess tax applies in
Massachusetts. The capital measure, and more espe-
cially the interstate apportionment based upon the per-
centage of the corporation’s property within the State,
is not necessarily the same in Michigan and Massachu-

Michigan.
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setts. But the general result is that the Michigan tax
can never be as high as the Massachusetts tax, even in
periods when the manufacturing corporation reports a
net loss and is thus not liable for the Massachusetts in-
come tax.

From the standpoint of large corporations, there is an-
other feature of the Michigan tax which sets it apart as a
tax favorable to corporations. Because the corporation
business license fee in Michigan applies a ceiling of
$50,000, it can never result in taxes amounting to large
burdens upon the big corporations. For example, a
corporation taxable in Massachusetts upon $740,000 of
net income would pay $50,000 of income taxes alone. In
addition it would pay the corporate excess tax at rates
about two and one half times those applicable to capital
and surplus in Michigan. While the amount of tax lia-
bility above this level in Massachusetts would rise as the
earnings and invested capital increased, the Michigan
tax would never exceed $50,000.

Michigan like North Carolina applies a state
tax upon intangible personal property. Measured as
3 per cent of the income from the intangibles, or 1/10 of
1 per cent of their value, the Michigan intangibles tax
was the source of some $11,000,000 of state revenue in
1950. The one exception in the general rate structure is
that money and deposits are taxed at 1/25 of 1 per cent.
In the case of most manufacturing corporations, the in-
tangibles tax in Michigan is not a major tax burden. A
provision that accounts payable may be deducted from
accounts receivable has the effect of eliminating this class
of intangible assets from the tax base for many manu-
facturing corporations. This leaves corporate stocks and
bonds and cash and deposits as the principal intangible
properties subject to the tax. But cash and deposits with
situs in the State are taxed at a low rate (1/25 of 1 per
cent), and manufacturing corporations do not as a rule
hold large amounts of cash or corporate securities relative
to their total assets.
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A different type of tax applicable to an industrial State
is the gross income tax applied in Indiana. Manufactur-
ing corporations pay JA of 1 per cent upon their gross
receipts from sales made to Indiana customers. This
rate represents a normal tax at V\ of 1 per cent, supple-
mented by an additional tax at of 1 per cent which
became effective in 1949 to finance the veterans’ bonus.
But the tax rates in Indiana are varied according to the
type of sale made or type of income received, so that
manufacturers who sell at retail pay 5/8 of 1 per cent
upon retail sales, and they pay I] 4 per cent upon income
from sources other than sales.

The basic rate of of 1 per cent upon manufacturing
sales is a high rate tax upon gross business done. For
example, in the case of a manufacturing corporation
which earns 8 per cent on its sales, the Indiana gross in-
come tax rate is the equivalent of a 6.25 per cent net in-
come tax. However, it is softened considerably in the
case of interstate business by the provision that only
those sales made from Indiana offices to Indiana cus-
tomers are regarded as intrastate sales and thus taxable.
Sales made by manufacturing concerns within Indiana
to destinations outside the state are not subject to the
gross income tax. The result is that Indiana is a favor-
able tax location for manufacturing corporations selling in
a national market.

Like Michigan and North Carolina, Indiana applies a
state intangibles tax. It rests upon the value of secur-
ities and other evidences of debt at 5 cents per $2O. This
tax does not extend to accounts receivable or other in-
tangible values of a nature which do not lend themselves
to a stamp tax. Also specifically exempt under the tax
are stocks of Indiana corporations and deposits in Indiana
banks. Thus, it is mortgages, notes, bonds, foreign cor-
poration stocks, and such related properties that become
subject to the tax. In this way the intangibles tax in

Indiana.
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Indiana rests upon a much narrower base and represents
a modest tax burden for the usual business or manufactur-
ing corporation. Total state collections from the intan-
gibles tax amounted to only $2,000,000 in 1949 when they
accounted for a little more than 1 per cent of all state tax
revenues.

Comparison op State Income Tax Rates.
In terms of corporation net income tax rates alone, Table

111, shows that Massachusetts at 6.765 per cent (normal
and surtax) stands fifth from the highest among 33 cor-
poration income tax States. Oregon, with the highest
rate of 8 per cent, allows a credit up to 50 per cent of the
income tax for personal property taxes paid at the local
level, so that the Oregon Tax Commissioner reported an
effective average income tax rate of 5.6 per cent in 1949. 1

Idaho and Georgia allow full deduction of federal income
taxes from net income, with the result that at the current
rate of federal taxes, the effective state rates would be
reduced up to 45 per cent, and even more where the federal
excess profits tax applies. Thus the Idaho rate of 8 per
cent (on income over $5,000) becomes about 4.4 per cent
when applied to net income before federal taxes as in the
case of the Massachusetts rate of 6.765 per cent, and the
Georgia rate of 7 per cent becomes about 3.85 per cent.
Wisconsin applies a graduated rate which reaches 7 per
cent at the $6,000 level, but it allows deduction of federal
taxes up to 10 per cent of the income. The result is a
maximum effective Wisconsin state rate of about 6.4 per
cent upon income before federal taxes.

These comparisons indicate that corporations are
probably taxed more heavily upon income in Massachu-
setts than are corporations in any other State, with the
possible exception of Oregon. Together with a high rate
tax upon invested capital (corporate excess), this means
that the Massachusetts state tax for manufacturing cor-
porations can be exceeded only in those States which do

1 Oregon State Tax Commission, Twentieth Biennial Report (January 8, 1951) p. 8.
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Table 111. Comparative State Corporation Income Tax Rates, 1960.

Federal
TaxState. Income Tax Rate Special Features.

(Per Cent). Deductible.

8 Credit for personal property
tax up to 50% of income
tax.

Oregon No

Gr. 1.5-8over $5,000Idaho Yes
YesMinimum based on income

and officers’ salaries.
Georgia 7

Gr. 2-7 over $6,000 Including surtax H of nor-
mal tax.

Wisconsin Up to 10% of
income

Massachusetts 6.765 Including 3% temporary
-f- 23% surtax.

No

Minnesota 6.3 Onincome over $5OO, credits
allowed on property, pay-
roll formula.

Yes

North Carolina
North Dakota
Mississippi .

6 No
Yes
No
No

Gr. 3-6 over $15,000
Gr. 1-6 over $25,000

5.5New York Various minimurns. Credits
for highway bonds.

Colorado 5 or 6 4% after June 30, 1951; 6?
on financial institutions.

Yes

District of Columbia
Virginia

5 No
No
Yes
No

5
Arizona Gr. 1-5 over $7,000

Gr. 1-5 over $25,000Arkansas 50% federal deduction re-
moved in 1949.

South Carolina Minimum based on income
and officers’ salaries.

No

Kentucky 4H% from Jan. 1, 1950 until
two years thereafter; oth-
erwise 2%.

Yes

Louisiana
Maryland

On income over $3,000. Yes
NoCredit for capital stock tax

over $25.
Oklahoma Credit for dividends from

taxable corporations.
Yes

Pennsylvania
Vermont

No
No
NoRhode Island Alternative tax, if larger, 40

cents per $lOO of corporate
excess.

California
Tennessee
Alabama

No
Yes
Yes
NoConnecticut Minimum lM mills on cor-

poration excess.
Montana
Utah .

Yes
YesMinimum tax .0005 X aver-

age tangible property.
lowa Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Kansas
Missouri
New Mexico

(Source: ~ State and Loca al Tax Service, pp. 1004-1020 (May, 1950).]Prentice-Hall Inc.
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not permit deductions of real estate equities from the
capital tax base (as in Pennsylvania), or which apply
other tax measures such as the gross income tax (as in
Indiana), or substantial property taxes (as in Nebraska).
Massachusetts is probably the leader among the States
in terms of state tax burden upon manufacturing cor-
porations. State taxes alone, however, do not tell the
whole story, and in many instances they do not tell even
the main story. There remains the large area of local
taxation in which the over-all results obtained may be
completely modified.

Property Taxes of Selected Localities,

In addition to comparisons of state taxes applicable to
manufacturing corporations, it is also necessary to com-
pare taxes found in particular local jurisdictions within
each State. For purposes of current study, industrial
locations in each of the States under comparison have
been selected with a view toward relating the compari-
sons with industrial locations which are in some measure
both comparable and in competition with industrial loca-
tions where the example corporations are actually situated
within Massachusetts.

As shown in Table IV, the principal tax source in each of
the cities under comparison is the locally assessed property
tax. In common with Massachusetts, these local taxes in
Pennsylvania and in New York rest primarily upon real
estate land and buildings and do not reach tangible
personal property. In contrast, North Carolina, Con-
necticut, New Jersey, Michigan and Indiana extend the
locally assessed property tax to include tangible personal
property. In several of these States the taxes assessed
upon the tangible property inventories and machinery

of manufacturing corporations sometimes exceed the
amount of taxes assessed upon their real estate.

Although Table IV shows that none of the cities under
comparison assesses a local property tax upon intangibles,
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Applicable to Manufacturing Corporations
: within Massachusetts and Seven Other

Table IV. - Local Taxe
Jurisdictiiin Local diction.

States under Compari son.

Personal Property.Tax
Rate

per $lOO.

Real Estate
(Land and
Buildings).

State and Local
Jurisdictions. Tangibles. Intangibles.

Massachusetts:
Various locations None.$3.50 to

$6.30
Excise tax on motor

vehicles.
Locally assessed and

taxed at local rates.

North Carolina:
Charlotte Locally assessed and

taxed at local rates.
Locally assessed and

taxed at local rates.
2.97 State.

cal rates.

Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia None.ssed and

cal rates.
Excise tax on motor

vehicles.

New York:
Buffalo . None None.ssed and

cal rates.

Connecticut:
New Haven Locally assessed and

taxed at local rates.
None.ised and

;al rates.

New Jersey
Paterson Locally assessed and

taxed at local rates.
N.id and

;al rates.

Michigan:
Lansing Ed and Locally assessed and

il rates. taxedat local rates.
ite.

Indiana
jsed and Locally assessed and
;alrates. taxedat local rates.

South Bend State.

three of the States North Carolina, Michigan and Indi-
ana assess such taxes at the state level. Massachusetts
communities and Philadelphia assess an excise tax upon
motor vehicles. Motor vehicles are locally taxed as tan-
gible personal property in New Haven, Lansing and South
Bend, but they are only one element of a broader tangible
personal property tax. New Jersey excludes motor vehi-
cles from the property tax entirely.

Philadelphia is exceptional among the cities under com-
parison in that it assesses a local gross income tax upon
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individuals and unincorporated businesses, and derives a
substantial portion of its local tax revenue from this
source. In 1948 the gross income tax provided about
36 per cent of all local tax revenues collected within
Philadelphia for city purposes, and about 26 per cent of
local collections for city and school purposes combined.
Although corporations are not subject to the Philadelphia
gross income tax, they are responsible for withholding the
tax from their pay rolls. Also, the revenues derived from
this non-property tax source presumably have the effect
of reducing the amount of real estate taxes which manu-
facturing corporations together with other property
taxpayers are required to pay. As compared with
Boston, where property taxes accounted for almost 97
per cent of all local tax collections in 1948, property taxes
in Philadelphia provided only 69 per cent of local tax
revenues.

Tax rates range from $3.50 per $lOO of valuation tax-
able to $6.30 per $lOO in the Massachusetts cities under
comparison, and the tax rates in the out-of-State cities
range from a low of $2.87 in Philadelphia to a high of
$5.16 in Paterson, New Jersey. These tax rates are, of
course, subject to further appraisal in terms of the way
property is assessed. In the main, local assessments are
essentially a product of negotiation between local taxing
officials and the industrial taxpayer; and for this reason
over-all estimates of assessment ratios are not always in-
dicative of what might be expected for any particular
property, and it becomes necessary to relate local prop-
erty tax expectations to the specific property under ob-
servation.

Table V shows that the per capita valuations taxable
vary widely as among local jurisdictions within Massa-
chusetts, as well as among the local jurisdictions for which
comparisons are made in the several States. There are,
of course, variations of this sort which represent real dif-
ferences in taxable wealth. But to a considerable degree
the differences especially as among the larger places
may be attributed to differences in local assessment prac-
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tices as well as differences in the definition of property
subject to the local property tax. For example, in South
Bend, where tangible personal property represents 42 per
cent of all taxable property, the aggregate valuation tax-
able is shown at $1,593 per capita as compared with
$1,704 per capita in Buffalo, where the local property
tax base is limited to real estate alone. In the absence
of more complete data, the implication is that while the
South Bend tax rate of $39 per $l,OOO rests upon a broader
legal base than does the Buffalo rate of $45.11 per $l,OOO,
the Buffalo rate rests upon more fully assessed real estate.

Table V. Tax Rates and Assessed Valuations in Selected Local
Jurisdictions, 1960.

Assessed Value.

Population, 1950
Local Jurisdiction. 1950, Person- Tax

Preliminary. Amount Per alty Rates.
(Add 000). Capita. (Per

Cent).

Massachusetts: l

Springfield . . 162,601 $289,877 $1,783 10 $45 00
Holyoke .... 54,441 79,212 1,455 6 37 50
Lawrence .... 80,427 89,459 1,112 9 47 80
New Bedford . . . 109,033 115,747 1,062 15 48 00
Boston .... 790.863 1,567,500 1,987 9 63 00
Lowell ....

96,523 106,053 1,099 10 55 80
Brockton ....

62,856 79,164 1,259 11 53 80
Worcester .... 201,885 310,624 1,539 7 48 80
Salem 41,842 57,786 1,381 11 56 00
Lynn 99,521 137,828 1,385 11 54 00
Haverhill .... 47,213 59,288 1,256 12 51 20
Cambridge . . 120,676 209,871 1,739 9 39 70
Fitchburg ....

42,671 60.051 1,407 16 48 60
Malden ....

59,779 79,053 1,322 10 47 80
Somerville .... 102,254 128,191 1,254 5 54 90

Paterson, New Jersey . 139,423 184,012 1,320 10 51 67
South Bend, Indiana . . 115,698 184,360 1,593 42 39 00
Lansing, Michigan . 91,694 161,197 1,760 31 36 97
Buffalo, New York . . 577,393 984,109 1,704 0 45 11
Charlotte. North Carolina . 133,219 199,861 1,500 36 29 70
New Haven, Connecticut . 163,344 365,038 2,235 27 32 00
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania . 2,064,794 3,529,338 1,709 18 28 75

(Source: National Municipal Review, January, 1951, and Massachusetts Department of
Corporations and Taxation. 1

1 These Massachusetts cities and towns do not necessarily indicate the location of tin
corporations included in the study.
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Over-all Results.
Table VI shows the comparative tax position for twenty

manufacturing corporations as between their actual tax
experience within Massachusetts and what they might
pay under the tax laws and practices existing in Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania; South Bend, Indiana; Buffalo,
New York; Charlotte, North Carolina; New Haven,
Connecticut; Paterson, New Jersey; and Lansing,
Michigan.

In the main, these over-all results, which include all
state and local taxes except unemployment compensation
taxes upon pay rolls, indicate that Massachusetts is a
high tax State for manufacturing corporations. Although
the indexes of comparison as between Massachusetts and
some of the jurisdictions fall within such a wide range as
to impose severe qualifications upon generalization, the
comparisons with others are clear enough to support posi-
tive conclusions.

For example, in the case of Philadelphia, only one cor-
poration shows a higher estimated tax than the compa-
rable tax actually paid in Massachusetts. Ranging be-
tween a low of 39 per cent of the Massachusetts taxes and
a high of 121 per cent, the twenty corporations show a
median of 71.5 per cent as much state and local tax in
Philadelphia as the same corporations might pay in the
various jurisdictions within Massachusetts. In the case
of Buffalo, each of the corporations for which the esti-
mates were prepared would expect to pay less tax in that
city than it actually pays in Massachusetts. The median
expectation for Buffalo is also 71 per cent as much as in
Massachusetts, and this expectation falls within a range
between a low of 34 per cent and a high of 93 per cent of
the Massachusetts taxes.

Chapter 111.

RELATIVE TAX LIABILITIES.
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The over-all results obtained in the comparison be-
tween Massachusetts taxes and those found in Paterson
also indicate that the Massachusetts taxes are generally
higher. This comparison was completed for 17 of the 20
corporations, and the taxes reported in Massachusetts for
14 of them are more than would be expected in Paterson.
The estimates for Paterson indicate a median tax for the
corporations amounting to 68 per cent as much as the
Massachusetts tax. This median expectation in New
Jersey falls within a range between a low of 35 per cent
of the Massachusetts tax and a high of 226 per cent.
Estimated New Jersey taxes amount to less than 60 per
cent of the Massachusetts taxes for 7 of the 17 corpora-
tions for which they were obtained.

Comparisons with South Bend and Lansing also indi-
cate median tax expectations lower than those actually
experienced within Massachusetts. The medians in each
of these cities, however, fall within a wider range than
those found in Philadelphia, Buffalo and Paterson, and
there is less evidence that the median is valid. In the
case of South Bend, the median of 80 per cent as much
as the Massachusetts tax falls within a range between
54 per cent and 266 per cent of the Massachusetts tax.
Seven corporations indicate a tax in excess of the Massa-
chusetts tax, while 8 indicate a tax in South Bend of less
than that experienced within Massachusetts.

In the same way, the Lansing median of 97.5 per cent
as much as the Massachusetts tax falls within a wide
range between a low of 23 per cent of the Massachusetts
tax and a high of 295 per cent. The estimates indicate
that eight corporations would expect to pay a larger tax
in Lansing than they actually paid within Massachusetts.
On the other hand, ten corporations show an estimated
tax for Lansing amounting to less than the tax which they
actually paid in Massachusetts.

In Charlotte and New Haven the median tax for the
participating corporations is higher than that experienced
in Massachusetts. In Charlotte, the median is 113 per
cent of the Massachusetts tax, while the median for New
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Haven is 104 per cent. These medians fall, however,
within wide ranges for individual corporations. In
Charlotte, the range is between a low of 51 per cent as
much as in Massachusetts, and a high of 179 per cent.
Within an even wider range, the New Haven median of
104 per cent of Massachusetts taxes falls within a range
between a low of 63 per cent and a high of 284 per cent.
The estimates indicate that 15 corporations would expect
to pay more taxes in Charlotte than they pay in Massa-
chusetts, while 5 corporations would expect to pay less
tax. In the same way, 10 corporations show an expected
tax in New Haven amounting to more than their actual
tax experienced within Massachusetts, while 9 corpora-
tions would expect to pay less total tax.

These comparisons, however, must be subjected to some
reservation. For example, conclusions regarding the total
corporate tax levy in the five cities which assess corporate
personal property should be considered in the light of
difficulties involved in securing accurate and comparable
information. In the main, the starting point in estimat-
ing the taxes on personal property was book values as
reported. In some instances this may not have resulted
in the determination of realistic valuations. However
accurate the book values may be, they may not represent
the taxable values which the local assessors would have
established after viewing the property. But in order to
be completely impartial in this presentation, we wish to
point out that because of the possible uncertainties in
arriving at the valuation of tangible personal property for
Paterson, Charlotte, South Bend, Lansing and New
Haven, the total tax bills for these locations might in
actual practice be lower or higher than the figures given.

Summary of the Findings.

In summary then, subject to the foregoing reserva-
tions, the over-all conclusions are as follows;

1. Manufacturing corporations situated within Buf-
falo, New York, would expect to pay less state and local
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tax than would the same corporations situated in the
several Massachusetts locations.

2. Total state and local taxes payable by manufac-
turing corporations in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
(with one exception), are lower than those which are
paid by similar manufacturing corporations at various
locations within Massachusetts.

3. Each of the following five cities assesses a tax on
corporate tangible personal property, and the conclu-
sions given are subject to reservations because of the
difficulties involved in making a realistic estimate upon
the amount of tax attributable to this class of property.

(a) In Paterson, New Jersey, most of the manufac-
turing corporations would expect to pay a smaller total
state and local tax than they pay in Massachusetts
jurisdictions.

(b) Three fourths of the corporations in the sample
would have higher tax bills in Charlotte, North Carolina,
than they have in Massachusetts.

(c) The tax picture for corporations being compared
in South Bend, Indiana, is varied; about half the cor-
porations would pay much less tax than they do in
Massachusetts locations, but almost as many of the
corporations would have a larger total tax bill. The
median tax, however, is considerably below that of
Massachusetts.

(d) Lansing, Michigan, and New Haven, Connecticut,
show about the same over-all corporate state and local
tax burden as do the Massachusetts cities and towns in
the comparison. In each city the companies are about
equally divided between those paying more and those
paying less total taxes than they pay in Massachusetts.

Distribution of Total Tax by Tax Measure.
A large factor in determining the comparative tax posi-

tion as among taxing jurisdictions for any corporation is
the way the tax structure of each jurisdiction reaches
that corporation’s particular operations. As shown in
Table VII, non-property state taxes generally account for
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a larger portion of the total state and local taxes paid in
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania than they do in any of
the other taxing jurisdictions under comparison, and the
tendency is for those non-property state taxes to bulk
larger within the total for Massachusetts than they do
for Pennsylvania. There are, however, exceptions to this
generalization.

For example, six of the corporations for which tax
estimates were obtained in Philadelphia, indicate non-
property state taxes amounting to a greater percentage
of all state and local taxes than in Massachusetts. In the
case of two corporations Corporation D and Corpora-
tion I non-property state taxes estimated in Charlotte,
represent a greater percentage of all state and local taxes
than those shown for Philadelphia. But in both instances
the North Carolina state taxes are a smaller per cent of
all taxes than are those reported for Massachusetts.
Three corporations Corporations C, F and I show
non-property state taxes in North Carolina at about the
same percentage of all state and local taxes as do Massa-
chusetts and Pennsylvania (Table VII).

Non-property state taxes estimated for Pennsylvania
are the largest taxes indicated inPhiladelphia for each cor-
poration but one. In the same way the corporate excise
tax in Massachusetts is the largest tax paid by all except
one of the corporations. Only Corporation Q reported a
property tax in Massachusetts higher than the state excise
tax. In North Carolina the state tax was the largest tax
paid by all of the corporations except eight two of
which owned no real estate. In New York, all but five
of the corporations would expect to pay more taxes at
the state level than they would pay in any other way.
In contrast, only one corporation indicated a larger income
tax at the state level in Connecticut than it would pay
under other tax measures at the local level in New Haven.

These results are in sharp contrast with the results ob-
tained for the property tax States of New Jersey and
Michigan. Whereas 16of the corporations paid more than
one half of all of their state and local taxes at the state
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level in Massachusetts, the highest state tax reported for
New Jersey amounted to 7 per cent of all state and local
taxes estimated for Paterson in that State. All but five
of the corporations indicated non-property state taxes in
New Jersey amounting to less than 4 per cent of the total
state and local tax liability. In Lansing, eleven of the
corporations indicated non-property state taxes amount-
ing to less than 10 per cent of all state and local tax lia-
bility. The highest ratio of state taxes estimated for
Michigan was 14.8 per cent of all taxes.

Operation of the gross income tax at the state level in
Indiana causes the tax distribution in that State to be
something between the extremes of the local property
tax States, such as New Jersey and Michigan, and the
major state tax States, such as Massachusetts and Penn-
sylvania. Even in the face of local real estate taxes and
state taxes upon gross income, the largest tax estimated
in Indiana for each one of the corporations is the local
property tax upon tangible personalty. This was also
true in New Jersey for all except five of the corporations
for which tax estimates were prepared, and it was true
for all of the corporations in Michigan. Thus the most
prominent tax upon manufacturing corporations in Indi-
ana, New Jersey and Michigan is the locally assessed tax
upon tangible personal property, which is not even in-
cluded within the tax structures of Massachusetts, Penn-
sylvania and New York. In North Carolina where the
state income tax and the property tax upon intangible
personal property both apply, the locally assessed tax
upon tangible personalty is so significant that in the case
of five of the corporations for which estimates were made
it was the largest single measure of tax liability.

Tax on Intangible Personal Property.
Intangible personal property is taxable directly in one

form or another in Indiana, North Carolina and Michi-
gan. But the intangibles tax bulks large within the
total of all state and local taxes only in exceptional cases.
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In North Carolina, the highest tax upon intangibles rela-
tive to the total tax was estimated for corporation N
where it amounted to 6.4 per cent of all state and local
taxes. In Michigan the intangibles tax was of more sig-
nificance, but the largest intangibles tax relative to the
total was that reported by Corporation S for which the
intangibles tax represented 10 per cent of the total of all
estimated state and local taxes. The Indiana tax upon
intangibles is such that it is of little consequence for most
manufacturing corporations. Among the corporations
for which estimates were prepared, the highest intangibles
tax relative to all taxes was that reported for Corpora-
tion N, for which intangibles amounted to 3.1 per cent of
all state and local taxes. Corporations P and T show in-
tangibles taxes amounting to 2/100 of 1 per cent of all
state and local taxes as estimated.

Implications for Long-Range Tax Planning.

From the standpoint of long-range tax planning, the
implication is that the tax structures in States such as
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and New York, which rely
most heavily upon non-property state taxes, will provide
a tax liability which is more sensitive to economic change
than will those States such as New Jersey and Michigan,
and, to a lesser extent, Indiana, which rely most heavily
upon property measures. But even in the property tax
States the emphasis upon tangible personal property sug-
gests that some flexibility is accomplished by tying the
tax measure to the value of inventories. Since business
inventories fluctuate somewhat in the manner of business
activity or business sales, it would be expected that the
amount of taxable personal property would be reduced
during periods of retarded business activity and would
lead to a lesser tax upon income in the non-property tax
States. Upon this basis, the emphasis upon real estate
would probably tend to increase in both the income tax
and the property tax States in periods of retarded business
activity.
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There is another feature of the general tax environment
which affects long-range comparisons of this type. States
such as Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and New York,
which rely heavily upon state assessed income or other
non-property tax sources, will feel the fluctuations due to
business changes for the simple reason that the income is
reported annually and the tax is measured accordingly.
But in the property tax States, even where the emphasis
is upon tangible personal property as in New Jersey
and Michigan there is a tendency for assessed valua-
tions to remain more or less unchanged over a long period
of years during which the level of business activity may
vary materially. This failure to adjust the valuation of
tangible personal property other than inventories to an-
nual fluctuations in amount causes the personal property
tax to be less sensitive to business change than might
otherwise be the case.

Thus while both types of tax structures have elements
of flexibility, the non-property tax States are more likely
to show flexibility in actual tax requirements placed upon
the manufacturing corporations. This means that com-
parisons made during a period of high level business
activity would be less favorable to States like Massa-
chusetts, but more favorable to States such as Connecti-
cut, Indiana, Michigan, New Jersey and North Carolina.

While the distribution of the over-all tax bill according
to tax measure indicates the way in which the tax structure
of the several jurisdictions rests upon the operations of
the example corporations, such a distribution does not
indicate the relative size or amount of tax as among the
several jurisdictions. Table VIII shows the comparison
of the estimated taxes payable by the example corpora-
tions according to basic tax measures. Differences in
state tax structures as among the States under comparison
make it necessary to compare tax liabilities according to
broad categories of tax measure.

Comparative Tax Liabilities by Basic Tax Measure.
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The estimates sliown in Table VIII indicate that in
general the non-property state taxes in Massachusetts
are higher than those estimated for any of the other
States under examination. One exception to this gen-
eralization is indicated by Corporation P, which shows
a state income and capital tax in Pennsylvania amount-
ing to 9 per cent more than the corporate excise tax
reported for Massachusetts. Corporation G shows a
higher tax under the gross income tax in Indiana than
it reports under the Massachusetts corporation excise
tax. Corporation I shows an estimated state tax in this
category amounting to 5 per cent more in North Caro-
lina than the Massachusetts excise tax.

There are few exceptions to the general rule that Massa-
chusetts is a leader among the States in the amount of
state taxes (exclusive of all local taxes) imposed upon
manufacturing corporations. Among the twenty cor-
porations for which comparative estimates were made,
Massachusetts took second place to Pennsylvania in two
instances, second place to Indiana in one instance,
and second place to North Carolina in one instance.
This means that under business conditions as they
existed in 1948 (the year for which operating data were
provided), Massachusetts, among the industrial States
under comparison, was one where manufacturing cor-
porations would expect to pay the highest state taxes.

Property Taxes.
The estimates indicate that the generally high level

of tax requirements at the state level in Massachusetts
is offset in some measure by a smaller tax requirement
assessed in terms of general property taxes at the local
level. For example, the dollar amount of property taxes
which the example corporations would expect to pay in

Non-Property State Taxes.
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six of the seven jurisdictions with which Massachusetts
has been compared, are generally higher than those re-
ported for Massachusetts. Only Philadelphia shows an
estimated property tax amounting to less than that
reported by Massachusetts for most of the corporations,
and even in this instance there are some exceptions.

To an even greater extent than in the case of the non-
property state taxes the differences in tax structures as
among the States under comparison must be taken into
account in appraising their relative position with regard
to the property tax. In the case of real estate the com-
parisons can be direct, because land and buildings are
subject to the property tax in each of the States. But
comparisons of the over-all property tax are conditioned
by the fact that the tax base includes more things than
real estate in some of the jurisdictions. For example,
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and New York do not tax
the personal property of manufacturing corporations, but
each of the other five States under comparison tax tangible
personal property. In addition, Indiana, North Carolina
and Michigan apply some measure of property tax to in-
tangible personal property owned by manufacturing
corporations. Against this background indexes of com-
parison as shown in Table VIII relate to all property
taxes estimated for each jurisdiction, but they also show
the comparison of real estate taxes as subgroup within
the over-all total.

In Pennsylvania, where the local property tax reaches
only real estate, as it does in Massachusetts, the property
tax which the corporations would expect to pay is less
than that reported for Massachusetts by twelve corpora-
tions, and more than that reported lor Massachusetts by
six corporations. In Buffalo, where the local property
tax reaches only real estate, the property tax require-
ments are generally higher than those of Massachusetts,
as evidenced by the fact that eleven corporations show an
estimated property tax in excess of the amount paid in
Massachusetts, while only five corporations show an es-
timated property tax amounting to less than that in
Massachusetts.
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But in the other jurisdictions under comparison,
application of the local property tax to tangible personal
property, and, to a lesser extent, application of state or
local taxes to intangible personalty causes the total
property tax requirements as estimated to be generally
higher than reported in the case of Massachusetts.
For example, each of the corporations for which the
comparative estimates were prepared indicated a higher
property tax expectation in South Bend, Charlotte, New
Haven, Paterson and Lansing than they report as actual
property tax liabilities in Massachusetts. Particularly
in the case of South Bend and Lansing this is true, even
though the amount of tax assessed on land and buildings
appears to be generally much less than the amount as-
sessed on land and buildings in Massachusetts. Thus
while those two jurisdictions tax real estate less heavily
than do the Massachusetts jurisdictions, the tax esti-
mates suggest that they apply a property tax upon
tangible personal property which more than makes up
the difference. In Michigan another factor in the same
direction is the application of a state assessed tax upon
intangible personal property as the source of some $11.3
million of tax revenue in 1950. Although Indiana pro-
vides a modest intangibles tax assessed at the state level,
this tax does not appear to be an important burden to
manufacturing corporations, and total collections under
it amounted to only $2.7 million in 1950.

Since in Massachusetts fifteen different cities and
towns were used as the base for interstate tax compari-
sons, the pattern of interstate differences in the property
tax as measured by valuations alone or by tax rates alone
is not the same for all twenty corporations.

This variation is indicated in Table IX which shows the
comparative indexes of real estate valuations taxable as
well as the tax assessed as between Massachusetts and
the seven local jurisdictions outside Massachusetts for
which comparative estimates were made. Although
Massachusetts does not consistently show the lowest

Comparisons of Assessed Valuations and Tax.
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valuations as among these local jurisdictions, it does
not compare unfavorably with the results obtained in
the other cities.

For example, the median assessed valuation for real
estate both land and buildings —as estimated for
Philadelphia is 32 per cent above the value subject to the
local property tax within Massachusetts. The lower tax
rate applicable in Philadelphia, however, causes the real
estate tax in that city to show a median of 89 per cent of
the amount of tax reported for Massachusetts. The
median corporation in the group for which estimates were
obtained would pay, therefore, a lower amount of tax
in Philadelphia upon a higher amount of taxable value.
These results are obtained, however, within a wide range
of possibilities. The assessed valuations as estimated for
Philadelphia cover a range from a low of 37 per cent as
much as reported for Massachusetts to a high of 319 per
cent of the Massachusetts valuation taxable. In the
same way, the generally lower tax rate in Philadelphia
causes a tax liability to rest upon these valuations ranging
from a low of 28 per cent as much as in Massachusetts to
a high of 214 per cent as much as in Massachusetts.

As among the other cities the estimates for Buffalo
indicate a higher median valuation taxable as well as a
higher amount of tax liability, indicating that the tax
rate in Buffalo is approximately the average applied in
Massachusetts in cities where the example corporations
are actually situated. The median index for assessed
values of land and buildings in Buffalo is 127 per cent
as much as in Massachusetts and the amount of tax
liability is 127.5 per cent as much as in Massachusetts.
Estimates for each of the other cities under comparison
show a median real estate tax amounting to less than
that reported for Massachusetts. In New Haven, the
median tax at 92.5 per cent of the amount of tax for
Massachusetts rests upon a median valuation amounting
to 23 per cent more than the assessed values reported
for Massachusetts. As among the other cities, however,
both the valuations taxable and the amount of tax show
a median below the level prevailing in Massachusetts.
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There are, however, exceptions to these median results
in each of the jurisdictions under comparison. Table IX
shows the wide ranges within which the medians lie, and
indicates that in each of the local jurisdictions some of
the example corporations would be assessed at higher
values than they are actually assessed in Massachusetts
and would pay a larger amount of real estate taxes. In
the same way, some of the example corporations would
be assessed at less than the amount reported for Massa-
chusetts and would pay less in real estate taxes. The
estimates for Paterson indicate real estate tax expectations
most nearly like those prevailing in Massachusetts.
However, the median assessed valuation of land and
buildings in Paterson at 94.5 per cent of the valuations
reported for Massachusetts falls within a wide range
between 28 per cent and 347 per cent of the Massachusetts
amount. In the same way, the median tax for Paterson
at 95 per cent of the real estate tax reported for Massa-
chusetts falls within the extreme range of a low of 36
per cent and a high of 362 per cent.

The extreme range within which the comparative
property tax estimates are dispersed, indicates that no
jurisdiction can clearly be classified as a low tax area
or a high tax area relative to the locations in which the
example corporations are actually situated within Massa-
chusetts. Although a median tax in South Bend, at
42 per cent of the amount reported for Massachusetts,
falls within a range between a low of 17 per cent and a
high of 150 per cent, it would seem to qualify South
Bend as a place where the real estate tax would in almost
every instance be lower than in Massachusetts. In the
same wxay, a median tax in Lansing at 65.5 per cent as
much as the real estate tax reported in Massachusetts,
falling within a range of a low of 14 per cent and a high
of 112 per cent, would place Lansing in the same position.
In contrast, Charlotte with a median tax of approximately
the same as that in Lansing, is not clearly a favorable
property tax location, for the reason that the median
at 64 per cent of the Massachusetts tax falls within an
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extreme range of a low of 35 per cent and a high of 200 per
cent. Table IX indicates that three of the example
corporations would expect to pay more real estate tax in
Charlotte than they report for Massachusetts.

By the same standards, Buffalo appears to be a gen-
erally higher property tax jurisdiction than the Massa-
chusetts jurisdictions in which the example corporations
are located. The median tax in New York at 127.5 per
cent of the amount reported for Massachusetts falls
within a range between a low of 67 per cent and a high
of 217 per cent, and eleven corporations would expect to
pay a larger real estate tax in Buffalo than they report for
Massachusetts.

Also, as shown in Table IX, there appears to be little
uniformity as among the cities under comparison in the
matter of distribution of the real estate tax as between
land and buildings. In the main, it appears that the real
estate tax as assessed in Philadelphia, Buffalo, New
Haven, Paterson and Lansing rests relatively heavier
upon land than do those in Massachusetts. In contrast,
the major emphasis in Charlotte appears to be upon
buildings.

The tax estimates upon which this study is based were
calculated with great care. But despite this, the varia-
tions possible in local property tax assessment might
easily alter the amount of the total tax impact to such an
extent that the results shown in the study would be ma-
terially different from the total state and local property
tax which would actually be levied. Even the most pre-
cise local assessment methods leave much to the judgment
of the assessor. The assessment which would prevail in
any jurisdiction can never be estimated exactly from even
the best property descriptions. In the final analysis,
there is a considerable amount of negotiation between
taxpayer and assessor, and the level of property assess-

Chapter IV.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY,
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ment which finally prevails grows out of compromises
which involve almost unlimited combinations of value
judgments. Under these circumstances interjurisdictional
comparisons can never be made with precision.

Differences in Massachusetts Locations.
Since the example corporations are not located in the

same Massachusetts city or town, the property tax rates
and the methods of assessment differ according to the
rates and procedures of each of the municipalities. Use
of the Massachusetts taxes as a base for the comparisons
means, therefore, that some of the variation in indexes as
among corporations will result from variations among
local tax environments within Massachusetts. While the
data were such as to provide little in the way of a check
upon the extent of the variation which resulted from this
difference, the checks which were possible indicated little
if any tendency toward uniformity among indexes for
corporations situated within the same Massachusetts
jurisdictions or within similar jurisdictions. The fact
that the Massachusetts localities include some “small
town” jurisdictions suggests that the over-all comparison
with specific industrial cities in other States may be more
favorable to Massachusetts than it might be if only the
larger Massachusetts cities were used.

Comparisons tend to Favor Place where Property
is Actually Located.

There appears to be a tendency for comparisons to be
weighted somewhat in favor of the jurisdiction where the
corporation is actually situated. In the first place, the
property assessments in the corporation’s home town
have been arrived at over a period of time through the
process of negotiation and adjustment. In contrast, the
estimates for the other jurisdictions tend to represent the
hypothetical starting point at which the negotiation be-
tween assessor and taxpayer would probably begin. In
the second place, the actual properties of the corporations
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under comparison fit into the jurisdictions where they are
situated and have become a part of the local property tax
picture. On the other hand, the hypothetical locations of
the identical plant in another city may represent a situ-
ation which should not actually exist at all. In other
words, if the corporations were to be situated in another
jurisdiction, there would be numerous adjustments which
they might make in the type of property occupied, or
even in the way that property was used. Since these
factors affect the local property tax picture according to
local custom, it is to be expected that the implied adjust-
ments would be to the advantage of the corporations.

The Age of Properties.

A comparison between property taxes reported by
manufacturing corporations in Massachusetts and those
which might be paid upon the same properties situated
in other cities must overcome another difficulty too often
ignored in appraising the results obtained. This diffi-
culty grows out of the greater age of buildings used for
manufacturing in some of the Massachusetts industrial
areas. The hypothetical transfer of some of these older
industrial plants to industrial cities in the Middle West
or in the South implies that the local assessors in those
jurisdictions must place a value upon structures which
are both older and different in design from any which
actually exist within their towns. 1 This is especially true
with regard to the comparisons between some of the older
Massachusetts industrial cities and cities such as South
Bend, Lansing and Charlotte.

Taxes upon real property (land and buildings) were
estimated in each location outside of Massachusetts by
the local assessing officials or with their full co-operation.
The assessors were aided in making the estimates by de-
tailed property descriptions including blue-prints, sketches
and photographs. Although this procedure is considered

1 Inone instance Corporation P the property descriptions were not clear concerning

the age of buildings. For this reason theassessor in South Bend based the estimates for that
Dncerning

city upon the assumption that the buildings were
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the most accurate possible, it cannot always account for
the differences in the character and use of the property,
and particularly the manner in which such differences
affect the appraisals by the assessors in the various cities
of this comparison.

Tangible Personal Property

While these factors introduce an element of uncertainty
in the comparisons of the real estate taxes, it is with re-
gard to the personal property that the difficulties of exact
comparison are most apparent. The practices by which
tangible personal property are valued for tax purposes
as among the several jurisdictions are difficult to deter-
mine and even more difficult to appraise. By and large,
the assessment of this class of property involves a con-
siderable amount of “tax negotiation,” and it is in this
area that local custom and practice play the greatest role.

In contrast to the more or less detailed descriptions of
real estate which were provided by the participating cor-
porations, the information withregard to tangible personal
property holdings was limited in most instances to book
values and appraised values. In each of the cities under
comparison, the local assessors attempted to appraise
this class of property upon some fraction of book value.
Although information is not available which would show
the variations in actual assessments of tangible personal
property, it is generally recognized that such variations
prevail.

It is true that Massachusetts does not tax the tangible
personal property of manufacturing corporations. In
1936, the machinery of manufacturing corporations was
exempted from the local property tax. This exemption
was offset to some extent by the inclusion of machinery
in the base for determination of “corporate excess” and
by the addition of an alternative minimum tax of $5 per
$l,OOO on the value of tangible personal property. But
the persistence with which the local property tax upon
this class of property appears as the largest single tax in
some of the jurisdictions under comparison, means that
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the over-all comparative results are conditioned in large
measure by this tax. Procedures by which the tangible
personal property tax estimates were derived in the cities
where this class of property is assessed are summarized
as follows:

South Bend, Indiana. —At the suggestion of the local assessor,
inventories reported by the participating corporations as being located
within the State and presumably within the city were assessed
at 75 per cent of their value as shown on the corporate books of ac-
count.

In the same way, all other tangible personal property reported by
the participating corporations was assessed at 55 per cent of its value
as shown on the corporation’s books.

Charlotte, North Carolina. Computations made under the super-
vision of the local assessor were based upon a valuation at 75 per cent
of the book value for inventories as reported by the participating cor-
porations, and 50 per cent of all other tangible personal property as
reported.

Charlotte property assessments are presumably at two thirds of the
value of taxable property and the tax base used for comparative tax
purposes was two thirds of the resulting values derived in this way.

New Haven, Connecticut. Upon the advice of the local assessor,
all tangible personal property as reported by the participating cor-

porations was valued at 60 per cent of its listed book value for pur-
poses of computing the local property tax.

Paterson, New Jersey. The assessed valuation and the local prop-
erty tax upon tangible personal property was estimated by the local
assessor. In so far as possible, these estimates were based upon what
in the judgment of the local assessor would prevail if the participating
corporations were actually situated within the city of Paterson.

While the assessor was provided with the book values of tangible
personal property in each instance, these values were not the control-
ling factor in the estimated tax base as derived.

Lansing, Michigan. Under the direction of the local assessor,
an automobiles and other vehicles
g the local property tax in Lansing

tangible personal property other th
was valued for purposes of estimatir
at 85 per cent of the value which
account.

appears in the corporate books of

the assessment of personalAs pointed out previously
property was based upon book value. While this made
possible a reasonably uniform method for determining
taxable values of this class of property, it did not allow
for variation in appraisal by the assessors. Although
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uniformity is generally commendable, a more realistic
method would have the assessors fix these values in con-
formity with local custom and practice, which might or
might not be directly related to book value.

Other Local Considerations.

In the main, the last two or three years have been a
period of wide-scale revision in local assessment practices.
Valuations which would have tended to remain unchanged
over a period of years are coming in for close scrutiny as
it becomes apparent the pre-war price levels are not likely
to return and as the cities feel the pressure for added tax
ratables. In some cities the upward revisions of assess-
ments has already taken place, while in other cities it is
only contemplated. The result is that some variation in
the comparative tax estimated will arise as between cities
which have revalued and those which have not as yet done
so. From the standpoint of preparing tax estimates there
is always the contingency that the assessors may prepare
their estimated valuations in terms of the newer and
higher standards which are in the process of being put into
effect, but which have not as yet been applied to the older
properties within their jurisdiction.

Although the amount of local property tax which the
corporations would be assessed in each State can be esti-
mated with acceptable accuracy, the amount and quality
of services provided by local government cannot. Such
things as adequate police protection, the condition of the
access streets paved or unpaved whether or not
water is available at reasonable service rates, ought to be
considered in relation to local taxes because when the
local government does not provide them the corporations
themselves may be forced to. In the matter of fire pro-
tection, a high calibre local fire department in addition
to providing protection to corporate property may have
its excellence reflected in low-rate fire insurance. While
these and other related items are important in determining
the cost of doing business in the several locations, there is
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no accurate way of calculating their value in dollars and
cents. Because of this, the study has assumed that the
services provided by the local government to the cor-
porations were equal in each instance.

Respectfully submitted,
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Chairman.
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COMPUTATION OF STATE TAXES PAYABLE BY
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION DESCRIBED

IN TABLE 11.

(1) Net income:

Allocation to Massachusetts (per cent)

Income allocated to Massachusetts
Plus dividends and interest

Net income taxable
Tax rate (5.5% + 23% surtax)

Total income tax

Allocation factors
Total. Massachusetts.

$400,000 $350,000Tangible property
Pay rolls 300.000 270,000

600.000 500,000Gross receipts (sales)

Average percentage
(2) Corporate excess:

86.9

Ist value of capital stock;
Net assets (net worth) 1500,000
Less securities 75,000

Net assets less securities $425,000
Percentage (depending upon ratio of fixed assets to

net assets less securities) 80

$340,000
Add securities 75,000

Ist value of capital stock $415,000

Appendix I.

Per Cent
87.5
90.0
83.3
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2d value of capital stock
Net assets less securities x 2
Average (current) earnings x 10

Total
Divide by 3 .

Add securities

2d value of capital stock

Larger of two value of capital stock (2d)
Less deductions:

Equity in Massachusetts real estate
(assumed)

Tangible property outside Massachu-
setts

Intangible property outside Massachu-
setts 1

Corporate excess tax base
Tax rate: $5 per M plus 23% surtax

Corporate excess tax

Note. This tax applies because the corporate excess tax base
is greater than the value of tangible property in Massachusetts
not taxable locally (inventories and manufacturing machinery
estimated at $250,000)

(3) Total corporate excise
Income tax $1,555.07

1,660.50Corporate excess tax

Total excise tax $3,215.57

Note. This tax applies because its amount before surtax at
23% exceeds the two minimums measured by 1/20 of 1% of
gross receipts in Massachusetts, or 1/20 of 1% of the value of
capital stock.

These computations are based upon the assumption that the hypo-
thetical corporation is a domestic corporation. Corporate excess tax
computations are slightly different for foreign corporations, but the
results are comparable.

1 Cash and receivables held by domestic corporations allocated to Massachusetts in same
proportion as real and tangible personal property.
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North Carolina.
Corporation Income Tax.

Net income $26,000
Plus state income and franchise taxes

paid and deducted for purposes of
federal tax 2,000

Income subject to allocation . , $28,000
Allocation to North Carolina . 88.75% to 100%

Income allocated to North Carolina . $24,850 to $28,000
Tax rate (6%) 06

Total income tax .... $1,491.00 to $1,560
assumed at $1,500

Allocation Factors:
The entire net income of a domestic corporation is taxable unless

a portion is taxed in another State.
Domestic corporations may deduct net income from business or

property in another State only if the net income is taxable in State
where the business or property is located. Domestic corporations
having business or property in another State which does not levy an
income tax are required to treat income derived from such business
or property as though it occurred within North Carolina.

However, the amount of net income taxable in North Carolina shall
not be less than would be allocated within the State by a two-factor
formula based upon property and manufacturing costs:

North
Total. Carolina. Per Cent.

Tangible property . . $400,000 $350,000 87.5
Payrolls 1

.... 300,000 370,000 90.0

Average percentage 88.75

Corporation Franchise Tax.
Capital stock, surplus $500,000
Allocation to North Carolina (per cent) . . . . 88,7

(1) Capital allocated to North Carolina .... $443,500
1 North Carolina provides for apportionment (minimum for domestic corporations) of

income for manufacturing corporations according to (1) the book value ofreal and tangible
personal property, and (2) theratio of the total cost of manufacturing, etc., within and with-
out the State. The Commissioner of Revenue may grant permission to substitute pay rolls
for the cost of manufacturing. This substitute was made in these computations for lack of
a sufficient measure of manufacturing costs.
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(2) Investment in tangible properties within North
Carolina less indebtedness .....

1350,000
(3) Assessed value of all properties in North Carolina,

Not estimated.including intangibles
Tax base, larger of three $443,500
Tax rate (51.50 per 11,000) .0015

$665Amount of tax

Allocation Factors:
Apportionment of capital for manufacturing corporations according

to (1) tangible property, and (2) cost of manufacturing (see corporation
income tax (above) for calculation).

Intangibles Tax.
Amount

Tax Base. Tax Rate. of Tax.
Money on deposit . . . $50,000 . 001 150
Accounts receivable . . 125,000
Less 83% of accounts payable 66,400

Accounts receivable taxable . $58,600 .0025 146
Shares of stock in foreign

corporations . . . 25,000 .0025 62

Total intangibles tax $258

Note. Calculation of the intangibles tax involves assumptions
about value and business situs not only for the taxpaying cor-
poration but also for the corporations in which the taxpayer
holds stock.

For example, corporate stock is taxable in the same ratio as the
business and holdings of the issuing corporation outside North
Carolina relates to the entire business and holdings of the cor-
poration, so that stock of corporations situated entirely within
the State is exempt. The Department of Revenue provides
lists of such percentages for use by intangibles taxpayers. For
purposes of illustration, it was assumed that stock held by the
example corporation in other domestic corporations ($50,000)
represented companies entirely within the State and therefore
exempt, while the holdings in foreign corporations ($25,000)
represented companies entirely outside the State and therefore
taxable in full amount stocks are presumably valued ac-
cording to their market as of December 31.

Money on deposit is taxable on the basis of the average quarterly
balance but the single balance sheet total was used in the
comparison because the quarterly data were not available.
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Accounts payable are deductible from accounts receivable in the
same proportion as the taxpayers accounts receivable have a
taxable situs within North Carolina thus the assumption
that $125,000 of the $150,000 of accounts receivable shown for
the example corporation have a taxable situs in the State means
that 83 per cent of the current accounts payable may be de-
ducted.

Pennsylvania

Corporation Income Tax
Net income
Less corporate dividends

Income subject to allocation
Allocation to Pennsylvania (per cent

Income allocated to Pennsylvania
Tax rate (4%)

....

Total income tax

Allocation Factor
Three-factor “Massachusetts” formula (see “Massachusetts”

above).

Capital Stock Tax
Total assets $680,000
Less exempt assets

Stock of Pennsylvania corporations . $50,000
Tangible property outside Pennsylvania 50,000 100,000

Assets taxable in Pennsylvania

Per cent of assets taxable in Pennsylvania (per cent)
Value of capital stock (assumed as net worth)
Proportion taxable (85%

Taxable value of capital stock
Tax rate (5 mills) .

Note. This capital stock tax applies to domestic corporations
Value of capital stock may be market values, net worth or
capitalized earnings. Foreign corporations pay a franchise
tax upon a similarly determined capital value allocated to
Pennsylvania according to the three-way “Massachusetts”
formula
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New York.

Business Corporation Franchise Tax.
A. Net income:

Net income as shown
Less 50% dividends from

porations

“Entire” net income
Investment income:

50% of dividends
Interest income

Business income .

Business allocation (per cent)

Business income taxable
Investment income .

Investment allocation (per cent)

Investment income taxable

Total income taxable
Tax rate (5.5%)

Income tax
Allocation Facte

Three-factor “Massachusetts’
above).

B. Capital alternative:
Total assets $680,000

Liabilities with original maturities of one year or
less (accounts payable) 80,000

$600,000Total capital
86.9Business allocation (per cent

$521,400Taxable capital
Tax rate 001

Total alternative tax $521

The income tax at $1,191 is greater than the alternative tax at $521,
and therefore it applies. New York provides for special allocation of
investment capital, but does not require it unless investment income
and investment capital exceed 25 per cent of all income and all capital.

isaohusetts ’formula (see “Mai
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This calculation was not made because it would not be required of the
example corporation, and also it would not prevail as a tax measure
in any event.

Connecticut.

Corporation Business Tax.
A. Net income:

Net income as shown 126,000
Add interest paid (not deductible) .... 3,000

Net income for tax purposes $29,000
Less interest and dividends (not subject to alloca-

tion percentage) 3,000

Net income subject to allocation .... 526,000
Allocation to Connecticut (per cent) . . . 86.9

Net income allocated to Connecticut . . . $22,594
Add interest and dividends 3,000

Net income taxable 125,594
Tax rate (3%) .03

Income tax $769

Allocation Factor:

Three-factor “Massachusetts” formula (see “Massachusetts’
above).

B. Minimum Tax Upon Invested C apital
Total net worth
Notes payable

Total net worth and interest bearing debt
Less shares of stock of private corporations

Capital and surplus for tax purposes
Allocation to Connecticut (per cent)

Taxable capital and surplus
Tax rate (1.5 mills)

Total alternative tax $690
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Allocation Factor
All Assets Except Shares of

Stock in Private Corporations.
Tangible. Intangible. Total.

$400,000 $205,000 $605,000Total everywhere
Total within Con-

350,000 180,000 530,000necticut

Percentage within
Connecticut . 87.6

The income tax at $769 is greater than the alternative tax at $690,
and therefore it applies.

New Jersey.

Corporation Franchise Tax.
Net worth $500,000
Allocation

Taxable net worth $445,000
Tax rate (8/10 mill per $1) .0008

Total corporation franchise tax $356

Allocation Factors:
Total. New Jersey. Ter Cent.

(1) Business factors:
Tangible property . $400,000 $350,000 87. 5
Payrolls . . . 300,000 270,000 90.0

Grossreceipts (sales) 1 600,000 400,000 66.6

Ol AAverage percentage oi ■
(2) Asset factors;

Tangible property . $400,000 $350,000
Cash and securities 2 . 125,000 125,000 Percent

within
Receivables and other ew Jersey

assets . . • 155,000 130,000 88.9

Totals . . . $680,000 $605,000

The asset factor is the larger of the two and therefore applies in the
allocation of net worth for tax purposes.

l Sales attributed to New Jersey represent all sales made from an office within the State
to a destination withinthe State, plus one half ofall salesmade within the State to an out-

of-state destination.
-abate ucawnawtm.

2 Assuming that all corporate stocks and all deposits have situs within the state.
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Michigan.

Corporation Business License.
$500,000Total capital and surplus (net worth)

Allocation to Michigan . . . . 89

1445,000,00Taxable capital and surplus
Tax rate (2.5 mills per $1) 0025

$1,112.50Total corporation business license fee
Allocation Factors:

Total. Michigan.

$400,000 $350,000
50.000 50,000
75.000 75,000

150,000 125,000

Tangible property
Cash 1

Corporate stocks held 1

Receivables .

5,000 5,000Other assets

$680,000 $605,000Total
Per cent within Michigan 89

Intangibles Tax.
NoneAccounts receivable less accounts payable

Corporate stock $75,000
Tax rate (1/10 of lc,

Tax on corporate stock
Less statutory exemption

Net tax payable on corporate stock

Cash and deposits
Tax rate (1/25 of 1%)

Tax on cash and deposits .
Total tax upon intangibles

1 Assuming that all corporate stocks and all deposits have situs within the State.
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Indiana.

Gross Income Tax.
Sales from home office within State
Tax rate (including bonus) for manufacturers

Total tax upon sales

Income from interest and dividends
Tax rate (including bonus) for “other” income

Total tax upon “other” income
Total gross income tax

Note. This computation based upon assumption that all sales
are taxable at the rate for manufacturers. As a matter of ex-
perience in Indiana, some sales by manufacturers are made in
ways which cause them to be taxed as retail sales (5/8%)

Intangibles Tax.
Book value of stock in foreign corporation;
Tax rate per $2O)

$25,000
.0025

Total intangibles tax $62.50

Note. Book value is not always acceptable as “full” value for
tax purposes, but is used here for purposes of illustration. All
corporate stocks held are assumed to be administered from
Indiana and thus to have a situs there. Capital stock of
domestic corporations and bank deposits are exempt from the
tax, and accounts receivable are apparently subject to the tax
when they are evidenced by a security which can be stamped.
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Appendix 11.

Acknowledgments are gratefully made to the following
officials who made possible the property tax estimates
upon which the following study was based;

Feed H. Newton, Assistant
E. Paul Nielson, Senior Ass

A lessor
or

Buffalo, New York

James W. Armstrong, Collector of Revenue
Charlotte, North Carolina.

Lesteb N. Pressley, Assessor
Lansing, Michigan.

Edward F. Voorde, Portage Township Assessor
St. Joseph County, South Bend, Indiana.

Louis F. Art, Board of Asses
New Haven, Connecticut

sors

William C. Leach, Commissioner of Taxes and Assessments
George Dimond, Legal Assistant

Paterson, New Jersey

ASSESSORS PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY.

Austin J. Norris, Philadelphia Board of Assessments
H. F. Cook, Real Estate Department, Pennsylvania Railroad

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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i (Please fill in brief description or check appropriate items, as indi-
cated. Use back of this sheet for additional space or comments.)

A. Site:
1. General character of the neighborhood

2. Distance from highest land value:
3. Housing conditions
4. Transportation facilities: Rail siding High-

way Airport Rapid Transit
5. Special topographic conditions (if any)

way

6. Utilities: Electric Gas Water Sewer
Paved street

7. Site measurements (please give shape and dimensions on at-
tached sheet)

8. Unit value for assessment...
9. Assessed value of land: 1940 1949.

B. Building
1. Type of construction, e.g story factory loft

basement. (Wood frame steel frame reinforced con-
crete mill type fire-proof semi-fireproof. Indicate
exterior finish)

2. Age and present condition of building
3. Building dimensions height, width, depth. Please show

area on land diagram

4. Load bearing walls? or structural frame? ........

5. If load bearing, load which wall will bear
6. If structural frame, curtain wall?
7. Exterior trim and architectural features.

8. Roof type (construction)
9. Roofing material

Appendix 111.

REAL ESTATE CHECK-LIST.
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10. Load which roof will bear
11. Exterior walls:

Type of material wood, concrete, brick (solid or veneer)
thickness of walls

type of footing number of openings and
the percentage openings are of each wall

12. Type of floor (each floop
13. If concrete, reinforced? thickness
14. Type and size of floor joist
15. Approximate floor strength in lbs. per square foot, live load

16. Interior walls (lineal footage, type of construction, finish)

17. Basement (size, thickness of concrete)
18. Elevators; number freight number pas-

senger
19. Electrical wiring? Type of heating (size of boiler, if

steam)

20 • Type of plumbing, number of openings.
21- Type of air conditioning
22. Type of fire protection
23. Acoustic treatment. . .

24. Type of ventilation. ..
25. Cubic feet
26. Square feet of floor space
27. Reproduction cost (indicate price level used)

28. Assessed value of building: 1940
Summation;

1949

1. Any special consideration affecting value?

2. Please attach photograph of the property (corner view if sosituated), plat plan of the property, and blueprints of thebuilding.






